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How to make 
money on chip and 
coolant processing 
while improving the 

environment

Arboga-Darenth Group

Arboga-Darenth Profi le - 
Your partner in coolant cleaning

Products/Services
Arboga Darenth can offer the following services and 
products
• Application Analysis FREE
• Proposals and Costing FREE
• Profi tability Analyses FREE
• System and Product Design
• Manufacture
• Installation and Commissioning
• Service

The type of systems built range from combinations of 
Arboga-Darenth’s standard products in a modular form 
to fully customised units.

Systems come complete with fi lters, tanks, piping, 
pumps, coolant lines etc., up to a capacity of 10.000 
l/min.

Market and Applications

 Arboga-Darenth has a long experience in the design, manufacture and installation of a wide variety 
of liquid cleaning equipment. This know-how and these resources are available for you.

We operate all over the industrial world with our own companies in UK, France and Sweden. 

• Automotive
• Bearing
• Engineering industry
• Turned parts industry
• Railway depots
• Press shops
• Surface treatm. plants
• Steel works
• Metal processors 
• Paper industry
• Turning
• Grinding
• Polishing

• Machining centres
• Transfer lines
• Washing
• Rolling
• Wire drawing
• EDM
• Vibratory tumbling
• Pressing/Stamping
• Surface treatment

ARBOGA-DARENTH LTD
Ray Lamb Way, Erith, Kent. DA8 
2LA
England
Tel +44 (0) 1322-341451
Fax +44 (0) 1322-331226
E-Mail: info@arbogadarenth.co.uk 

ARBOGA-DARENTH AB 
Box 1022, SE-732 27 ARBOGA
Sweden  
Tel +46 (0) 589-610200
Fax +46(0) 589-610210 
E-Mail: info@arbogadarenth.se

ARBOGA-DARENTH Sarl
11, rue des Gourmandes
03300 Creuzier-le-Vieux
France
Tel +33 470 960 133
Fax +33 470 961 698
E-Mail: info@arbogadarenth.fr

Presto
“Cleaning from sludge”

Separator
“oil and water cleaning”

Perpetum 
“Keeps the coolant alive”

Coolant products from Arboga-Darenth
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Arboga-Darenth solves 
your problems in handling 
of metal chips and 
recovery of cutting fl uids

Improved environment
The indirect savings by improving the environment 
can be as important as the direct savings listed to 
the left.

When chips and cutting fl uids continuously are 
removed from the machine tools, the work environ-
ment is improved.

The dangerous and dirty manual work connected 
with chip handling disappears.

Dry chips will not leak fl uids into the ground water.

Economy
The return on investment will vary from company to 
company. Usually a continuous chip handling system 
will give very fast pay-off. The savings and profi lts 
are basically:
Lower labour cost, because the time-consuming 
manual handling involved in collecting, loading and 
transporting chips is eliminated.
Lower cost for cutting fl uids, because the fl uid in 
the chips can be recovered, fi ltrered, and reused in 
production.
Higher price for the chips. Dry chips have a higher 
value in scrap markets.
Reduced storage volume. Short chips take less 
space taken up by handling of chips.

Large quantities of metal chips are produced in a high production metal working plant. By continuous 
removal of the chips the productivity of the plant can be improved considerably, because the machine tool 
operator does not waste his time removing the chips he produces as a by-product.

An economical  removal system for chips and recovery of cutting fl uids does, however, require tailor-made 
systems.

The chips are collected and conveyed away from the machine tools by means of specially adapted con-
veyors. Bushy swarf is crushed to short chips. Wet chips are centrifuged and cutting fl uids recovered and 
cleaned. The process should be continuous and requires a minimum of manual work.

The solution for effi cient and economical chip handling will vary from company to company, depending on 
shop layout, chip volume and the properties of the chips. Arboga-Darenth has experience and know-how to 
provide the solution which is most economical just for your company, either it is a matter of single products 
or complete chip processing.

Briquetting

Environment
Briquetting of swarf and grinding fi nes reduces the risks 
for negative environmental infl uence as the products can 
be brought back in a closed cycle.

Economy
The basic gained by briquetting is the conversion of low 
density chip to a solid briquette. This gives important 
advantages for consumers of chips  -  better melting 
economy, less burn-off loss and simpler chip handling.

The last process stage in a chip handling system is briquetting. Here a specially designed hydraulic 
press compacts the chips to briquettes with a specifi c weight of about 90 % of the base material. 
Presses exist with capacities from 100 kg of chips per hour to more than 800 kg/hour. An investment 
in a briquetting press is relatively high, so a special study from case to case is recommended as to 
which profi ts can be achieved.

Technical data
Arboga-Darenth can deliver briquetters for capacities up to 800 kg/hour for steel swarf and 500 kg/
hour for aluminium swarf. 

The compacting pressure is up to 3000 kg/cm2 and the motor power is up to 50 kW.

Briquettes
The briquette is processed by hydraulic briquetting with 

hydraulic controlled briquette length. Thanks to the 
hight working pressure, briquettes of high density are 

produced

    Briquetter
For briquetting of swarf from cast iron, steel, brass 
and aluminium. The swarf must be short and have a 

rigidity of max 300 HB. 3-4 briquettes per min are 
normally manufactured.

How to make money on chip and coolant 

processing while improving the environment
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Swarf Handling System
The Arboga-Darenth delivers turnkey swarf systems 

with crusher, centrifuge and coolant tank mounted on 
a platform. The system reduces the size and dries the 

swarf and recovers the coolant as well

    System for sub-contracting manufacturer
A fully automatic system with crusher, centrifuge and skip 

hoist handling different types of steel swarf from turning 
and cutting. The system is complete with internal pipings, 
pumps, transmitters, internal wiring and electric cabinet. 

All equipment is mounted on a robust platform. The 
capacity of the system is approx 500 kg/h.

System for ball bearing manufacturer 
The system consists of crusher, centrifuge, skip hoist, 

conveyors and sedimentation tank for recovering of 
coolant. Automatically controlled of the control system 

with PLC. The capacity of the system is approx 
2000 kg/h.

Coolant cleaning

The Environment
Cleaned coolant means less healthy risks, better 
working environment and reduced effect on the external 
environment. Cleaner coolant means that the tools must 
be sharpened at longer intervals and gets a more even 
machining quality.

Economy
Coolant which is cleaned from particles improves the 
life-time of the machine tools and the surface fi nish. If 
the coolant is cleaned from tramp oil, the life-time of the 
coolant is prolonged.

The consumption of coolant can drastically be cut by 
increasing the interval between the change of coolant and 
let the coolant circulate longer. This is possible with an 
effi cient cleaning after every circulation. 

The use and handling of coolant is an extensive matter of great importance for all companies within 
the workshop industry. Arboga-Darenth has two divisions with special aim at cleaning of coolant from 
particles and tramp oil. Therefore, we can guarantee an optimate solution for cleaning of coolant.

Technical data
Arboga-Darenth markets and produces a wide program for coolant cleaning.
In the program are clarifi ers and products for separation in various models and sizes included.
We are building systems in sizes from 20 liter/min up to 10.000 liter/min.

    Presto
The system cleans the fullfl ow of the coolant 
continuously from dirt and tramp oil. The system 
increases the quality at machining, reduces the tool 
costs and  lower the wear on machines and pumps

Perpetum
The Perpetum system keeps the coolant alive 
over longer periods by cleaning a parts fl ow 
from tramp oil and dirt. The coolant quality is 
continuously supervised and the machines can 
work in the best possible way

How to make money on chip and coolant 

processing while improving the environment
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Conveying

Environment
Manual chip handling belongs to the undesirable part of 
the machining industry  -  it is both unpleasant and un-
safe. It is getting increasingly more diffi cult to hire labor 
for chip handling.

Economy
The economical gain from effi cient handling is obvious: 

the labor cost is spent on production and not on clean-
up.

It pays to investigate the advantages of installing 
conveyors.

A continuous  working chip handling system comprises of one or more chip conveyors. A wide range 
is available. Which type of conveyor should be used will be decided by conditions of production, the 
quantity and the type of chips. A good conveyor should have low operating costs, require very little 
maintenance and at the same time be able to handle both today’s requirements and what is foreseen 

Arboga-Darenth has a 
complete program for chip 
conveyors
Arboga-Darenth can meet all requirements for effi cient chip conveying. The program comprises  mechanic, 
pneumatic and hydraulic conveyors.

Arboga-Darenth can also deliver special conveyors of types screw magnets-; belt-; vacuum- or different 
kinds of elevators to solve special conveying problems.

When choosing a conveyor, either it is a single unit or a complete system, take advantage of the Arboga-
Darenth’s know-how.

1. 2. 3. 4.

5.

1. Steel belt conveyor
2. Drag conveyor
3. Magnetic conveyor
4. Compactveyor
5. Harpoon conveyor

Swarf Centrifuge type HD
The HD-centrifuge has a simple construction, is very robust 
and reliable and easy to maintain. The centrifuge is working 

with high number of revolutions, which achieve an optimal de-
oiling result.

Model VD 40 HD 50 HD 82 HD 100

Motor 4,0 kW 4,0 kW, 3-fas 11 kW, 3-fas 18,5 kW, 3-fas

Max nominal capacity 1,2 m3/h 2,3 m3/h 5,7 m3/h 7,6 m3/h

Continuous capacity*  

Residual humidity(by weight) 1 - 4 % 1 - 4 % 1 - 4 % 1 - 4 %

Net weight with motor 300 kg 600 kg 1400 kg 1700 kg

*The capacity depends on volume/weight of material, size and shape of swarf

Steel chips 100 - 300 kg/tim 300 - 600 kg/tim 1000 - 2000 kg/tim 3000 - 5000 kg/tim
Aluminium chips 40 - 100 kg/tim 100 - 300 kg/tim 400 - 700 kg/tim 1000 - 1700 kg/tim
Cast iron chips 80 - 200 kg/tim 200 - 400 kg/tim 800 - 1600 kg/tim 2000 - 4000 kg/tim

Technical data

How to make money on chip and coolant 

processing while improving the environment

Swarf
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Vacuum system
A fl exible system for transportation of swarf in pipeline system 
above fl oor by means of vacuum. The system consists of 
shredders, sluices, pipeline components, valves, air fi lter, swarf 
silo and vacuum pumps. The components are modular and can 
be built as to different requirements

Centrifuging

The environment
Through continuous wringing of swarf and reclaiming of 
cutting fl uid, spill is avoided. Centrifuging and recovery 
of cutting fl uids also means that your shop takes on its 
responsibility for the environment and care for the
water-ways.

Economy
Less than half of the cutting fl uid in the swarf can be re-
covered through static settling and draining. By means of 
a wringer or centrifuge the recovery can be increased to 
90%. Arboga-Darenth can show you centrifuging installa-
tions which can be paid-off in a few months.

In metal cutting operations where cutting fl uids are used, the swarf absorbs a large amount of coolant. 
What is desired is dry chips that are easy to handle and cutting fl uids that can be reclaimed and fed 
back to the cutting operation, either directly or via a fi ltering stage. Centrifuging, fi ltering of the cutting 
fl uid and removal of the dry swarf can be handled by a continuously working swarf handling system, 
where manual labor often can be entirely eliminated.

The centrifuge that turns 
the centrifuging technique 
upside down
Arboga-Darenth markets a special swarf centrifuge, type HD. In contrast to other centrifuges the HD 
centrifuges have a horizontally suspended drum. This simplifi es the centrifuging of swarf and coolant  
-  more capacity at less money.

The centrifuge is completely emptied after every working period. This reduces the cleaning of the 
centrifuge to a minimum.

There is a front access door for quick inspection and for maintenance of drum and wedge wire 
screen. All parts are easily accessible.

The HD centrifuge works at a very high number of revolutions and gives therefore a high G-force, in 
other words a good deoiling.

How to make money on chip and coolant 

processing while improving the environment

Steel Belt Conveyor 
Conveyors with extra long lifetime. The wear parts as bends 

and  tailends are casted and exchangeable. The conveyors are 
modular built which means that every conveyor can be built  as 

per requirements

“HeavyDuty”-conveyors 
The “HeavyDuty-conveyors are available in 4”, 6” and 

bigger for heavy and especially abrasive transportations
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Crushing

The environment
Bushy swarf and large swarf bundles always contain a lot 
of fl uid and because it has a large surface and low density 
it will corrode fast.

When such swarf is charged in melting furnaces it causes 
heavy smoke, which causes a heavy load on baghouses. 
Only after crushing the fl uid can be removed and the 
density be reduced.

Economy
Crushed, short chips carry a higher price than long 
swarf, because it is easier to handle when remelted in 
steel works and foundries. Long swarf can sometimes be 
used when melting in cupola furnaces but not always.

In addition to the direct economical gain from crushed 
swarf, there are even other advantages. The volume is 
reduced three to six times, which gives lower cost for 
internal and external transportation and less storage 
space is required. 

The fi rst stage when treating swarf is the crushing. Bushy swarf is crushed or broken down to a 
uniform short chip material. It is important that the crusher has the abililty to dissolve large swarf 
bundles and give an even fl ow of crushed swarf. This simplifi es the transport and treatment of swarf, 
such as centrifuging.

The Arboga-crusher - especially 
designed for bushy swarf - has 
low operating cost and is less 
noisy than any other crusher
There are swarf crushers which crush as well as the Arboga crusher and there are crushers with 
higher capacity, but there is no other crusher which has better properties in swarf handling sys-
tems. It can receive large bundles of bushy swarf, break them down and supply an even fl ow of 
swarf to following treatment stages. This property of the Arboga crusher is a key to optimum capa-
city utilization and smooth running of a swarf handling system.

The Arboga crusher runs at very low speed, which means lower noise level than for any other 
crusher (the noise level is lower than the ambient noise in a machine shop) and also means low 
energy consumption and low maintenance cost. The automatic lubrication system, the reversing 
equipment and the bar end rejector contribute to a problem-free operation. The crushers can be 
supplied with different optional equipment, such as level switches and  fi ne crushing tools.

Arboga-crusher
The Arboga-Darenth vertical crusher type KB  

receives large bundles of bushy swarf, break 
them down and supply an even fl ow of swarf 
to following treatment stages, i.e. to a swarf 

centrifuge or a briquetter 

How to make money on chip and coolant 

processing while improving the environmentc

Model KB10 KB20 KB30 KB49

Motor power 7,5 kW 15 kW 37 kW 37 kW

Height 1200 1915 2980 2955

Continuous capacity*

       Steel chips 400-700 kg/h 800-1000 kg/h 2000-5000 kg/h 5000-8000 kg/h

       Aluminium chips 150-250 kg/h 250-350 kg/h 650-1650 kg/h 1650-2650 kg/h

Space requirement 580x770 740x1425 1200x1200 2700x2200

Weight 800 1150 4500 6500

*The capacity depends on volume/weight of material, size and shape of swarf


